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Alan and Debrah Hirsch our keynote speakers
We introduce to you Alan and Debrah Hirsch, keynote speakers at Christian
Associates Staff Conference 2006 in Holland, which ended last week. Alan and
Debrah hail from Melbourne, Australia. They work with FORGE, a mission
training agency.
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We were challenged by Alan and Debrah as they talked about planting missional
churches. As we think about returning to Madrid and exploring ways our church
can serve the city of Madrid, we were inspired and convicted to start with Christ
first, to listen to what He has to say about our unique contribution in Madrid, and
begin to build from there.

Godly Play a children’s curriculum
April had the opportunity to lead one of the conference seminars, introducing our
staff to a children’s curriculum called Godly Play. Sarah Cousings from Mountainview Church in Madrid demonstrated the curriculum with the adults while April
explained the process and answered questions.
Godly Play is particularly beneficial for church plants because it’s used extensively in a variety of countries and contexts. It’s adaptable for groups ranging in
size from 2 to 200, for mixed age groups, and for bi-lingual settings.

Creative Worship practical ideas for young churches
Kelly also led a conference seminar. He worked with worship leaders to find
practical and creative solutions to doing worship in young churches, where
resources and people are limited. They explored worship forms such as liturgy,
storytelling, meditation, prayer, photography and others.
Blessings,
Kelly, April and the little one
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Prayer Requests
• for the whole fam as
we enter month 8 of
our pregnancy.
• for Oasis Madrid
church as they look
for ways to serve the
city of Madrid.
• for time to finish last
church websites by
the end of August.
• for April as she
writes her Masters
thesis before the
baby is born.
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